
Step 1: Attach nut bolt (A) to top flower (B) by 
sliding nut bolt into top flower.

Step 2: Attach nut bolt (A) (the result of step 1) 
to top leaf pole (E) by turning it to the right 
until it is firmly tightened. Note: Use allen 
wrench (J) to hold nut bolt in place.
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Step 3: Attach nut bolt (A) to flower (C) by 
sliding nut bolt into flower.

Step 4: Attach nut bolt (A) ( the result of step 3) 
to top leaf pole (E) by turning it to the right until it 
is firmly tightened. Note: Use allen wrench (J) to 
hold nut bolt in place.
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Step 8: Slide the stake support (H) into the stake base (I) by pushing the button on stake base in. Then 
insert stake base (I) into the bottom of bottom pole (G) by aligning the button on stake base with the 
hole on bottom pole until it clicks into place. When everything is assembled, insert stake base firmly 
into the ground. For best results, install on flat ground and ensure that the stake is 90 degrees vertical 
to the ground.  

Step 7: Attach middle leaf pole (F) to middle 
pole (G) by turning it to the right until it is 
firmly tightened.

Step 5: Align holes on top leaf pole (E) and 
middle leaf pole (F) then slide into each other. 
Then secure wing nut (D) by turning it to the 
right until it is firmly tightened.

Lay Assembly on the ground for the 
following steps.
Step 6: Repeat step 3 and 4 to attach the 
other two flowers to middle leaf pole (F).
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